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Hemingway-Boulders Wilderness
& Cecil D. Andrus-White Clouds Wilderness
Decisions Signed

BLM Appeal Period

The two agencies signed their
respective decision documents on
August 21. The decisions are
available:

Following the decision, the BLM
initiated a 30-day appeal period in
accordance with 43 CFR Part 4. The
appeal period concluded September
20th. No appeals were received.

USFS Project Site

“Not later than 3 years after
the date of enactment of this
Act, the Secretary of
Agriculture and the Secretary
of the Interior shall
collaboratively develop
wilderness management

BLM EPlanning Site

plans for the wilderness
areas.”
- Sawtooth National Recreation
Area and Jerry Peak Wilderness
Additions Act (Public Law 114–
46) Aug. 7, 2015

For me and for thousands with similar
inclinations, the most important passion
of life is the overpowering desire to
escape periodically from the clutches of
a mechanistic civilization. To us the
enjoyment of solitude, complete
independence, and the beauty of
undefiled panoramas is absolutely
essential to happiness.
-- Bob Marshall

Cecil D. Andrus-White Clouds

Jim McClure-Jerry Peak Wilderness
Decisions Signed
The two agencies signed their respective
decision documents on August 9th. The
decisions are available:
USFS Project Site
BLM EPlanning Site

Wilderness
Planning Project Websites
Hemingway-Boulders & Cecil D.
Andrus-White Clouds

Decisions Signed
Following the decision, the BLM initiated a
30-day appeal period in accordance with 43
CFR Part 4. The appeal period concluded
September 8th. No appeals were received.

StoryMap Site

Jim McClure-Jerry Peak
StoryMap Site

The StoryMap sites will
continue to be
available. The maps are
great for trip planning!
We are not fighting progress. We are making it.
We are not dealing with a vanishing wilderness.
We are working for a wilderness forever.
-Howard Zahniser
“In order to assure that an increasing
population, accompanied by expanding
settlement and growing mechanization, does
not occupy and modify all areas within the
United States and its possessions, leaving no
lands designated for preservation and
protection in their natural condition…”
- The Wilderness Act

Herd Lake, Jim McClure-Jerry Peak Wilderness

